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New England Network Solutions Named to
2018 CRN Fast Growth 150 List

LOWELL, Mass., August 14, 2018 (Newswire.com) - New

England Network Solutions (NENS), announced that CRN , a

brand of The Channel Company, has named NENS to its

2018 Fast Growth 150 list. The list is CRN’s annual ranking

of North America-based technology integrators, solution

providers and IT consultants with gross sales of at least $1

million that have experienced significant economic growth over the past two years. The 2018 list is

based on an increase of gross revenue between 2015 and 2017. The companies recognized this year

represent a remarkable combined total revenue of more than $50 billion.

“Our team is honored to be on the CRN Fast Growth 150 List. We have been providing reliable IT

Solutions for over 25 years to firms in the SMB market. We love partnering with clients that need an

innovative solution to their IT services that will grow with their business. Our experienced team

supports not only our clients’ day to day IT needs but their companies overall goals. Our

team’s expertise and enthusiasm has driven our growth and success and we thank CRN for including

us in their 2018 list,” states Daniel Adams, President NENS.

“CRN’s 2018 Fast Growth 150 list features companies that are growing in an ever-changing,

challenging market,” said Bob Skelley, CEO of The Channel Company. “As traditional solution

providers are moving towards a services-focused business model, this extraordinary group have

been able to successfully adapt; outperforming competitors and proving themselves as channel

leaders. We are pleased to recognize these organizations and look forward to their continued

success.”

The complete 2018 Fast Growth 150 list is featured in the August issue of CRN and can be viewed

online at www.crn.com/fastgrowth150.

Follow NENS: Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn

About NENS

For a quarter-century, NENS has successfully provided the high-level Managed Care IT services that

align best with company goals. Our goal is to enable business leaders to focus on more profitable

efforts and not lose valuable resources on non-strategic activities. NENS also augments internal IT

initiatives with a wide variety of services, such as strategic leadership, IT consulting, managed

services, data protection and business continuity and support. As an innovator in standards-based,

proactive IT support, NENS provides IT services that result in more efficient, productive and successful

business operations for our clients. Led by Dan Adams, Michael Kourkoulakos, and Josh Oakes, the

executive team at NENS is highly focused on outstanding customer service while continually

improving individual skills at all levels to be sure our techniques and proficiency in the industry

remain top notch.

Follow The Channel Company: Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook

About the Channel Company

The Channel Company enables breakthrough IT channel performance with our dominant media,

engaging events, expert consulting and education, and innovative marketing services and platforms.

As the channel catalyst, we connect and empower technology suppliers, solution providers and end

users. Backed by more than 30 years of unequaled channel experience, we draw from our deep

knowledge to envision innovative new solutions for ever-evolving challenges in the technology

marketplace. www.thechannelco.com
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Lisa Marble

New England Network Solutions (NENS)

781-933-9300

lmarble@nens.com
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